
The following emails provide a history of our thoughts during the COVID-19 crisis. Unlike our 
typical quarterly letters, which are published at quarter end, these were emailed in real-time to 
clients as warranted.  

 
Market Update 4/1/20 and 1Q20 Letter [sent via email] 
 
Friends of Long Lake, 
 
Over the past few weeks, we have seen a dramatic increase in volatility with stocks falling into a 
bear market at the fastest pace in history. Prior to March of 2020, a 500 point change of the Dow 
Jones would have raised an eyebrow. Today it is prefaced with "only" 500 points. While it is 
never soon enough, we feel fortunate to have raised cash fairly early in the decline and have 
added a number of defensive names to the portfolio, as the prospects for a rapid economic 
recovery appear to be in question. It still boggles one's mind to think that a few months ago 
someone in China likely sloppily handled a wild animal and now we cannot leave our homes...  
 
As we have written extensively via email on the situation throughout March, there is little need 
for a formal 1Q20 update letter, so the following will serve in its place.  
 
There are at least five major issues worth considering as we move forward: 

1. COVID-19: Likely to be a part of society, and have a significant economic impact, 
until an effective treatment/vaccine is developed or final case mortality and severe 
outcome rates are understood to be in an acceptably low risk range.  

2. Election Cycle: President Trump appears to be a slight favorite, which is what Wall 
Street wants, though a Biden victory is not nearly as daunting to investors as Sanders 
would have been.  

3. Economic Cycle: Most global economic data were choppy and decelerating prior to 
COVID-19. Perhaps the business cycle, which was the longest on record, was ending 
regardless? If true, where does that leave us post-pandemic? 

4. Chinese Relations: 2019's headlines were primarily dominated by trade rhetoric until 
the US and China struck a multi-phase deal of which two phases remain. There is 
significant finger pointing regarding COVID-19 between the two nations. Additionally, 
President Trump announced a temporary pause on tariff collections from "friendly 
nations" of which China was not included.  

5. Banking/Credit System Stress: Our last update should have made this a greater point of 
emphasis, but the market was very worried about stress within the banking and credit 
markets. The Federal Reserve acted swiftly, which initially caused more panic, but has 
since appeared to have the desired effect of preventing the systems from freezing (as 
they did in 2008). Whether the stability remains as economies around the globe shutter 
is another question.  

COVID-19 Update 
Last week, UBS (one of our trading partners) hosted a call with Dr. Matthew Frieman, a research 
scientist at the University of Maryland, who's sole focus has been on coronaviruses since the 



SARS-1 outbreak in 2003. Granted, one man's thoughts, but found the call to be very interesting. 
If you read nothing else in this note, please read the last bullet point. 

 There are six known human coronaviruses that cause illness. Four produce minor upper 
(nose, sinuses) respiratory issues and resolve within a few days (i.e. a common cold). 
The other two are SARS-1 and MERS, which are potentially lethal lower (lungs) 
respiratory diseases. The SARS-CoV-2 virus, which causes the COVID-19 disease, 
falls in the latter category. SARS-1/MERS were contained through public health 
responses and had nothing to do with weather/temperature etc. Both SARS-1/MERS 
became comminicable after patients became symptomatic, so it was relatively easy to 
isolate/hospitalize them and prevent further spread. Unfortunately, SARS-CoV-2 is 
transmissible prior to developing symptoms and is thus much more difficult to contain.  

 "There seems to be very little [surface] transmission. It really is person-to-person 
respiratory droplet transmission. It's not from touching doorknobs." Dr. Frieman does 
not think surface transmission is a major factor, but emphasized the importance of hand 
washing and not touching the face regardless.  

o Dr. Frieman touched on the German study that is widely quoted in the mainstream 
media regarding the virus' ability to live on various surfaces (hours in the air, 
days on cardboard and stainless steel etc). He points out that the studies were 
done in a controlled lab environment with idyllic environmental conditions and 
a viral load of 1,000 virons per droplet (which is on par with a flu patient would 
produce with a sneeze). The viron level matters because we do not know what 
level is necessary for someone to contract SARS-CoV-2. The control 
environment matters because real world environments are inherently less stable 
and therefore typically result in weakened viruses.  

 Clearly a zoonotic virus in that it leapt from an animal to a human. There are biomarkers 
in the virus that indicate it likely came from a pangolin, which are illegally trafficked 
through markets (kept as pets, eaten, and used for home medicines) such as the one in 
Wuhan. When a virus jumps from an animal to a human it is not well suited to the 
human host and must adapt. This process generally takes a few months. The original 
patients identified in Wuhan had viruses that were fully adapted to humans, thus 
patient zero could have become infected as early as October 2019 - leaving the spread 
unchecked for up to four months.   

 Coronaviruses generally do not mutate, which is important for the prospects of 
developing a treatment or vaccine. Easier to hit a stationary target. There are no 
shortage of reports regarding new/more lethal strains, Dr. Frieman put no stock in 
those reports. 

 Reinfection and seasonality. The other coronaviruses are seasonal and would expect 
COVID-19 to be as well. There are reports about patients recovering and becoming 
reinfected. This is likely due to testing error and/or method of testing (nasal swabs tend 
to show the virus clears after 14 days, fecal tests have produced viral shedding up 28 
days later - though it is not a live virus). After becoming infected, a patient develops 
antibodies that protect from reinfection. Most coronavirus antibodies last 6-12 months, 
but some for SARS/MERS have been detected in small amounts two years later though 
at levels likely to insufficient to provide immunity. Antibodies are obviously good, but 
given likely seasonality and just 6-12 months of immunity, there's a very real 



likelihood that this becomes a yearly occurrence until we find a way to treat or 
vaccinate. [Note: the market is down today in part due to reports China is seeing a 
resurgence of cases and locking down a province.] 

On the treatment front, there are anecdotal reports of antimalarial drugs hydroxychloroquine and 
chloroquine showing some efficacy in treatment. The studies used to determine their 
effectiveness are not scientifically rigorous and have been met with skepticism. Dr. Frieman has 
worked with both drugs to determine their effectiveness on SARS-1/MERS and is in the process 
of publishing his research (basically they're strong antivirals with some promise, but appear to 
reduce the symptoms as opposed to being a panacea). Gilead's remdesivir is the next option with 
potential. Remdesivir is an antiviral drug originally designed to treat ebola (but failed) that has 
shown promise for SARS-1/MERS. It is currently in Phase 3 trial, with data expected 
imminently. One downside to antiviral drugs is that they need to be delivered prior to patients 
becoming severely sickened. Dr. Frieman has not worked with remdesivir, but thought it has a 
chance to be efficacious if delivered to patients early enough. In short, even if approved, 
remdesivir is not going to arrive soon enough to treat the current wave of COVID-19 patients. 
However, it would be a significant and very welcome development going forward. It is possible 
other approved drugs could prove effective. However, given the sheer number of cases and 
countries treating patients (many with less restrictive drug use protocols than the US) as each day 
passes, it seems less likely one will be uncovered.  
 
On the vaccine front, many companies are attempting to rapidly develop a safe and effective 
option. Yesterday, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) announced a lead candidate that, if successful, 
would have data by year's end. JNJ aims to begin dosing patients in September and indicated 
they are increasing manufacturing capacity in anticipation of favorable results. They could have 
as many as one billion vaccines ready. [note: if antibodies last 6mo, it would likely require bi-
annual vaccination.] An effective and safe vaccine would obviously be a game changer and 
would theoretically allow the world to return to business as usual. However, there is likely to be 
hesitancy by some to take the vaccine. The initial polio vaccine was rushed out in 1955 and 
failed, but it was dosed on 200,000 children and ended up giving polio to 40,000, paralyzing 200, 
and killing 10. Would readers rather risk infection from resuming their lives, stay shut in, or take 
a hastily produced vaccine? That's a very difficult choice.  
 
There is still a lot we do not know about COVID-19, but the three most common questions are: 
when does it peak, how many does it kill, and how many cases become severe. There are many 
predictions, but unfortunately no one really knows. The inputs to the predictive models are all so 
variable that the results likely mean very little. This article from 538 does a good job illustrating 
the limitations of modeling the virus. Overall, it seems fairly clear the stress on the medical 
system will be enormous and that many Americans will die. The death toll will certainly be 
shocking from a headline perspective, but - and this is said with the utmost sympathy for those 
affected - many of the dead are likely to be those that were at elevated risk of death already. 
There are roughly 2.8 million deaths per year in the US, and COVID-19's impact will likely push 
that number higher, but it is very unlikely to be 100% incremental. 
 
Barring a vaccine or effective treatment, at least two other options could help allow life to return 
to normal. One, rapid testing of entire communities would allow for quicker, targeted isolation of 



infected individuals and perhaps contain breakouts. Abbott Labs rolled out a test that produces a 
positive result in five minutes, which provides some optimism. Two, fully understanding the 
final mortality and severe case rates could put people's minds at ease. Iceland, of all places, is far 
ahead of other countries in testing their entire population. To date, they have found that over 
50% of positive cases are asymptomatic and the implied overall mortality rate is roughly 0.02% 
(though Iceland has only 47 identified infections in the higher risk 70+ age bracket), which is 
about 2x higher than influenza. Given the generally unhealthy composition of American society, 
comparing Iceland's population to the US' is not apples to apples, but if the data domestically 
show COVID-19 is not ultimately significantly worse than flu, then perhaps Americans will 
accept the risk until a vaccine/treatment can be developed?  
 
Overall, it seems likely that Americans will have to make a difficult choice once the shut in 
orders are lifted. Will they return to life as usual, stay semi-sheltered, or remain isolated? Given 
the growing number of cases in young/healthy people (this article is worth a read), constant 
media coverage, and general fear amongst most Americans it seems unlikely we will see a rapid 
return to normal life, which means an effective treatment or vaccine is probably the only feasible 
way to end the pandemic's full impact.  Last week we sent out a poll (thank you to those who 
responded) regarding this question. The results seem to align with our assumptions. [Note: 33 
respondents from similar demographics has its limitations. However, larger surveys have 
produced similar results.] 
 

 
 
Election Cycle 
President Trump's reelection odds have declined as the COVID-19 pandemic spread, though 
paradoxically his approval rating has risen. This is probably a function of citizens galvanizing 
around a common cause. The US will almost certainly enter a recession in Q2 and recessions do 
not bode well for reelection odds. Granted, this recession is unique and President Trump is likely 
to be judged by voters based on the administration's response actions and the economy's 
trajectory post the COVID-19 peak. For those interested, reelection odds can be found here: link. 
If Joe Biden is the Democratic nominee, he is viewed as a much more moderate candidate than 
Bernie Sanders and would thus likely be easier for Wall Street to digest. But the prospects of a 
weakened/recovering economy, combined with a likely less business friendly administration, is 
not what Wall Street wants. 
 
Economic Cycle 
Perhaps lost in the COVID-19 coverage is that most of the global economic data had been 
choppy or weak in 2019 as the world grappled with the US/China trade dispute. The general 
thought was once the dispute was put to rest, economies would once again accelerate. However, 



the US was in the midst of the longest economic expansion cycle in history, with record low 
unemployment, and it is possible that cycle was coming to an end regardless of COVID-19. If 
that is true, the shape of the recovery post-COVID-19 could be far less robust than many are 
anticipating.  
 
Chinese Relations 
There appears to be growing tension between the US and China. Our administration refers to 
COVID-19 as the "Chinese virus", President Trump and Premier Xi went months without 
speaking, it is likely China suppressed disease data and downplayed the possibility of 
transmission, and President Trump recently waived tariff collections for a period of time for 
"friendly countries" and notably not China. Adding it all up, perhaps the final two phases of the 
trade deal are at risk, particularly if they feel President Trump loses in November. Given the 
great uncertainties around the US economy, China may view it as an opportunity to twist the 
proverbial screws.  
 
Banking/Credit System Stress 
Prior to the Federal Reserve injecting trillions of dollars in liquidity to the credit markets the 
system had effectively come to a standstill. It's probably beyond the scope of this letter to detail 
the various issues, but if readers would like to know more please respond to this email and we 
can fill you in. But to paraphrase: It was shaping up to be as bad, or worse, than 2008.  
 
Portfolio Update: Where Do We Go From Here? 
We have added a handful of defensive names to the portfolio including Church & Dwight 
(household staples such as OxyClean, Arm & Hammer, Trojan, 1st Response Pregnancy Tests, 
and VitaFusion Vitamins to name a few - their brand lineup is attached to this email), Cooper 
Companies (contact lenses), Dollar Tree (low-end retail), and McDonalds (value based fast 
food). We generally provide an overview/investment thesis of each company, but realize this 
letter is on the longer side already. If readers would like a more detailed overview, please 
respond to this email. The decision to make the portfolio more defensive vs. continuing to hold a 
higher level of cash is difficult because we are potentially one positive treatment headline away 
from what would likely be a major rally. Additionally, as the growth rate of the US' (or Europe's 
as they are weeks ahead of the US) case rate starts to decline the market will probably begin to 
move higher in anticipation of economic activity accelerating. Because of those reasons, we are 
opting to maintain some level of equities exposure based on individual client's investment time 
horizons. As the old investing axiom says: Never wager on the end of the world. It only happens 
once and you won't be around to cash the bet.  
 
A final thought: Betting against American resolve and ingenuity has been the wrong choice since 
1776. This time will likely be no different. Every call, webcast, and research report I've absorbed 
over the past month has expressed optimism in ultimately defeating the virus. We'll get there at 
some point, but how deep and how long the economic impact runs is certainly a major question, 
and one that warrants continued conservatism.  
 
All the best, 
Bryan 
 



Church and Dwight Brands 

 

 

Market Update – 3/17/20 [sent via email] 
 
Friends of Long Lake, 

As we have seen the past few weeks, the COVID-19 situation in the US and abroad has 
continued to evolve at a very rapid pace. Here are some thoughts on the current 
situation.  

COVID-19: Preparing for a Countrywide Lockdown? 

It is my opinion that the US is potentially headed for a countywide lockdown, similar is 
scope to what Italy has done, where essentially all businesses are closed, save grocers, 
gas stations, and pharmacies and citizens are generally encouraged not to leave their 
homes. Some US states, and cities, have already begun to close schools, restaurants, 
gyms, and spas, and are banning all events over 50 people per CDC guidelines. 
Conversely, some states are still telling citizens to go about their daily lives. Last 
evening, (3/16/20) six Bay Area counties enacted lockdowns effectively confining 
citizens to their homes – under rule of law – with few exceptions. Today, New York 
City’s mayor instructed residents to prepare for a similar scenario to be rolled out in the 
next 48 hours. If two of the country’s largest metropolitan areas are going this route, it 
would not be surprising to see it broadly across the country. During his address to the 
nation today, President Trump indicated his displeasure with those currently disobeying 
the CDC and government’s social distancing recommendations, perhaps he is 
foreshadowing what could come next: If citizens are not willing to obey, we will make 
them obey. 

As mentioned in our last email, there are only two ways to handle the virus. One, is to 
quickly quarantine the population, as Wuhan, the outbreak’s epicenter did, the other is 
to allow the virus to run its course. I believe it is too late for the US to choose the former, 
so it is opting for the latter, though is attempting to do it slowly enough as to not 
overwhelm the medical system. There are no shortage of articles regarding the potential 
strain an influx of COVID-19 patients will put on the healthcare system, a lot will depend 
on our ability to slow the disease’s spread and avoid a massive spike in new cases, 
commonly referred to as “flattening the curve”. 



 

 
 

Failure to flatten the curve, coupled with what appears to be a medical system low on 
capacity, could result in a situation similar to that of Italy’s where the medical system 
has been overrun and doctors are left with the unenviable task of deciding which 

patients must forego life-saving ventilator treatment.  

Initially, the general consensus appeared to believe flattening the curve would require a 
fairly simple course of action – social distancing combined with perhaps cancelling 
some high density events (sports, concerts etc.) and then life would begin to return to 
normal. However, as it became clearer the virus had spread across many parts of the 
US, it started to become apparent the timeline would likely be longer and require greater 
sacrifices, such as closing schools, bars, restaurants, and limiting the size of events to 
below a certain number of people, however, the timeline for these actions appeared to 
be more like two weeks. 

At present, per President Trump’s response to a question regarding how long he 
expects the US to be dealing with COIVD-19, it appears that way of life could be with us 
till July/August. Wuhan enacted a severe quarantine on Jan. 23rd, 2020, which is still in 
effect 54 days later, though parts of China do appear to be returning to normal life. It is 
difficult to assess America’s ability to absorb a Wuhan-style lockdown, which involved 
door-to-door temperature scans of residents, drone monitoring of the city, and infrared 
camera scans (to detect fevers), among other semi-invasive actions, that Western 
governments are unlikely to enact. As a result, it is possible America’s efforts will take 
longer than Wuhan’s and, perhaps, will not be as effective in slowing transmission rates. 
If President Trump’s estimate is correct, that is a very long time for the country, and 
many companies, to weather. Can readers imagine being confined to their homes for 
any meaningful period of time, let alone 50+ days? Conversely, perhaps President 
Trump is setting a low bar and believes we can end the pandemic more rapidly, which 
could give the Administration a good deal of momentum heading into the November 
election.  

One final point to consider regarding the virus is that we do not fully understand it yet. 
Many were quick to dismiss COVID-19 as a non-threat to young people and a non-
threat to older healthy people. While this still appears accurate based on the data, there 



are rising reports about otherwise healthy 30-somethings requiring ventilation. Also, of 
note, over half of France’s 300 severe COVID-19 cases are in those under age 60. 
Viruses tend to mutate, some become more virulent, some become less so. What 
happens if COVID-19 becomes more deadly? Or becomes a greater health risk for 
younger populations? The Spanish Flu of 1918 killed millions around the globe with 
99% of deaths occurring in those under 65 and 50% in the 20 to 40-year-old range. I’m 
not trying to sound alarmist, but do want to point out there could ultimately be more to 
the story. 

In summary, I think COVID-19 is going to be with us for longer than originally thought 
and the impact to society and the economy may be deeper. This is obviously and 
unprecedented and fluid situation, but do fear the worst may yet still be to come. 

What Is Wall Street’s COVID-19 Consensus: Three Major Variables 

At present, I think there are three major COVID-19 variables that warrant most of our 
consideration. Assessing Wall Street’s consensus view is never easy and is less so now 
given the vast amount of uncertainty. 

1)      Economic severity of flattening the curve – I think Wall Street is embracing 
the idea of a prolonged reduction in economic output associated with COVID-19. 
I’m not sure Wall Street is forecasting a prolonged countrywide lockdown and 
what that impact would have. It would obviously be substantial and require 
massive government assistance to bridge the gap. Today’s 1,200+ point reversal 
occurred following President Trump’s press conference that alluded to direct 
assistance to individuals coupled with a massive spending package to spur 
growth.   
2)      Shape of the recovery – At present, it appears consensus is for a “V-
shaped” recovery, which implies an immediate snap back in demand as life 
returns to normal. This can be seen in GDP forecasts, which are being cut for 
2Q, but are being revised higher for Q3 and Q4. I think this is likely optimistic and 
believe we are more likely to see a “hockey stick” shaped recovery as demand 
gradually returns over a longer period of time. It is not unthinkable to believe US 
citizens will be wary of resuming normal life/contact until a vaccine or effective 
treatment is found. 
3)      Long-term lifestyle changes – This is probably the most difficult variable to 
assess and is therefore highly subjective. However, I think we could see some 
long-term adjustments to our way of life. In tough times, people learn to prioritize 
and do without. Will they rush back to the mall, the auto dealership, or 
restaurants? Will they be more modest with their expenditures? Will high density 
events (sports, concerts, cruises etc.) be met with open arms? Roughly 70% of 
the US’ economy is tied to consumer spending, what if that grows at a slower 
pace going forward? 

Portfolio Positioning: Bias Toward Raising More Cash 

It is my opinion that the market is pricing in a fairly quick end to COVID-19 and a rapid 
economic recovery. If your inbox is anything like mine, it has been overrun with updates 
from any corporation that has your email regarding their COVID-19 strategy. Most 



appear to be targeting a two-week disruption. Yesterday, President Trump’s 
commentary regarding August/July sent the Dow down 2,997 points, or 12.9%, and that 
announcement did not include much in the way of overall restrictions. How will the 
market react if what the Bay Area is doing becomes the norm across the country? How 
will Main Street USA react? 

Selling stocks in a down market is an extremely difficult decision to make. In fact, I 
would categorize it as THE most difficult decision an investment manager has to make. 
It is not taken lightly and is made with an eye towards other assets to buy. At present, 
there are many high-quality companies that should make attractive additions to our 
portfolio at some point. 

Additional variables: Elections, Energy, Banking System 

The majority of this update focused on COVID-19, but there are at least three other 
major causes for concern at present, each of which could easily have its own dedicated 
update, but in summary: 

1)      November’s Presidential election – Wall Street wants Trump and that 
appears less likely. The initial COVID-19 response has underwhelmed most 
(though appears to be improving), the economy will likely enter a recession and 
people tend to vote with their wallets, which are all lighter at the moment. 
Obviously, this environment could change by November, but it is now an up-hill 
battle for Trump. Various websites have betting odds and most have Trump and 
Biden at a deadlock. 
2)      Energy prices – OPEC and Russia picked quite possibly the worst time to 
engage in a price war. Depending on who’s theory you believe, it is either a well-
coordinated effort to put US shale producers, who’s break even cost per barrel is 
about 3x that of OPEC’s, out of business or a market share fight between OPEC 
and Russia. Either way, the result remains the same, very low energy prices 
(ironically at a time when most Americans are not driving), which puts stress on 
the US high yield debt market (11% of high yield debt in the US is tied to energy) 
and therefore more stress on the banks who have issued the debt or entities, 
such as insurance companies, that have purchased the bonds.  
3)      Domestic banking system stress – Falling energy prices, widening yield 
spreads, frozen commercial paper markets, flattening yield curve, ability of 
consumers and business to service their debt, and others are all putting pressure 
on the banking system. Unlike the Financial Crisis, where the Federal Reserve 
has drawn some criticism for being too slow to act, this Federal Reserve went big 
and went early, pledging trillions to support liquidity and slashing interest rates to 
0%-0.25%. Paradoxically, this has thus far been received poorly by Wall Street, 
as it appeared to spook investors – “Are things so bad already they have to go 
this big? Didn’t think it was THAT bad, but maybe it’s time to panic?”. 
Additionally, as we have yet to fully experience the economic impact of COVID-
19 it leaves the Federal Reserve with less “ammo” to assist. They are definitely 
not out of bullets, but that was a large bullet. 

Arguably, any one of the above events would have roiled Wall Street, combining all 
three, along with COVID-19, has obviously been quite painful for the market to digest. 



Following the 9-11 terrorist attack, The Onion (a satirical news entity) published a 
headline saying: A Shattered Nation Longs to Care About Stupid Bullsh** Again. It will 
be wonderful to one day not have to focus on COVID-19, but until then, we'll continue to 
provide updates as warranted. 

As always, please reach out with any questions or concerns. 

All the best, 

Bryan 

 

Market Update – 3/12/20 [sent via email] 

Friends of Long Lake, 
The past three weeks have been extremely unkind to equity owners, with the S&P 500 
declining over 20% in the shortest period of time on record (19 days vs. an average 
bear market decline of 156 days and a prior short of 36 set during the Great 
Depression). Truly a breathtaking, rapid move. 
 
Portfolio Update: Remaining Conservative 
From a portfolio perspective, we have take two routes. One, if your time horizon is 
shorter, we have raised anywhere from ~30% to ~50% cash/bonds over the past few 
weeks. Two, if you're time horizon is longer we have chosen to leave the majority of our 
positions unchanged, though have raised some cash. Overall, we feel the core holdings 
of our portfolio will endure, albeit obviously not immune from the volatility we are 
experiencing. 
 
COVID-19 Update: No one knows, but getting worse 
Before we go any further, it is worth reminding readers that COVID-19 data is all very 
early stages and not well researched, so the following data are our best efforts to relay 
what the medical community thinks they know. But, the data change rapidly. For 
instance, last week NYC health official said the virus lives only 2-3 minutes outside the 
body. Today, there are reports it the number could be 3-9 DAYS. Additionally, I am not 
a doctor, though have consumed enough information the past two weeks it's beginning 
to feel like I should have an honorary M.D. in virology.  
 
As we continue to learn more about the virus, and it's expected pathway, one thing is 
becoming clear: The US situation is getting worse, potentially much worse.  
 
This article provides the best, and most balanced, overview of the disease I have read. 
It does a great job of answering common questions and breaking down sinister 
sounding headlines into actual facts/data that are generally less alarming. It is fairly long 
but well worth the read as this is a very serious issue. 
 
I am of the opinion that, given how long China took to inform the world about COVID-19 
and put travel restrictions in place, combined with how contagious COVID-19 appears to 



be, it is likely already widespread in the US. We clearly do not have enough testing kits 
(current capacity is ~16,000 per day, with 50% of that just in California), so the reported 
infection numbers remain low. After all, if few tests are being run, few cases can be 
reported...  
 
Last night (3/11/20) President Trump issued a travel decree banning inbound passenger 
traffic from most of Europe for the next 30 days. The NBA suspended the remainder of 
its season, the NCAA tournament, if its played, will be without fans in attendance. More 
conferences and events than I can count have been cancelled. Many cities are banning 
gatherings over a certain number of people. The city of New Rochelle, NY (a hotbed of 
COVID-19 infections) was put under under quarantine (albeit a flexible one) and is 
being monitored by the National Guard. These actions should make the situation more 
"real" for Main Street USA, as I get the sense the average American has been fairly 
dismissive of the virus thus far. Across the Atlantic, Italy followed China's lead and 
effectively shut down their entire country, mandating that residents not leave their 
homes and only grocery and/or drug stores are to be opened. These are certainly 
unprecedented peace-time actions, and if China/Italy are the blueprint, it is not 
unthinkable we will face a similar situation here. Nothing short of surreal.  
 
Why are governments taking these precautions? Barring an effective treatment or 
vaccine, there are are likely only two ways to defeat the virus. Every contagious 
pathogen has what is referred to as R-naught or "RO", which is basically the number of 
people an infected person passes the disease to. As the table below shows, COVID-
19's RO ranges from 2-4, meaning one carrier is likely to infect between two to four 
others. While that may not seem like much, an RO of 2.3 combined with an average of 
six days to spread the infection (both numbers are the current best estimates for 
COVID-19) produces a doubling of cases every five days. It would take roughly 140 
days to infect every American under this scenario. There are many assumptions in that 
calculation, but the point remains the same - easy to spread, hard to contain. 
 

 
 



The first potential way to stop the virus' spread is by reducing RO to under one. That is 
accomplished by stopping transmission. With other coronaviruses, such as SARS, it 
appears patients became most contagious 4-5 days after developing symptoms, as a 
result placing them into isolation at the first sign of symptoms made the disease relative 
easy to stop. COVID-19, on the other hand, appears to be contagious prior to a carrier 
becoming symptomatic. As a result, quarantining post-symptoms does not appear to be 
an effective strategy. So, mass quarantine, apparently becomes the most effective 
option. China chose this route, and if you believe their infection data, it appears to be 
effective. Should readers care to learn more, this article provides an in-depth look at 
containment's effectiveness.  
 
The second way to stop the virus is to simply let it run its course and infect everyone. As 
with other coronaviruses, it does not appear re-infection is a risk. Per the most recent 
data, roughly 80% of people either do not develop symptoms or get just a mild cold. 
However, as seen in the following table, the mortality rate in some Chinese patient 
populations is alarmingly high. 
 

 
 
 
For comparison's sake, seasonal flu's 10 year average mortality rate is 0.1%, or 1/2 that 
of the lowest risk COVID-19 cohort. COVID-19's mortality rate data, need to be taken 
with a big grain of salt. People with preexisting conditions, particularly those that impact 
the respiratory system, or smokers, appear to be most susceptible to death resulting 
from COVID-19. Risk of death to healthy individuals, even in the higher age brackets, 
appears to be quite low. China and Europe have smoking rates higher than those in the 
US. In China, the average age of death is 80 years old and most males in that 
demographic were smokers. Additionally, their medical quality of care is likely behind 
that of America's. It makes sense the mortality rate would be very high in China. 
However, in the US, we have a high rates of obesity, diabetes, and lung cancer. These 



populations are likely to face elevated risk from COVID-19, and thus it's not unthinkable 
to consider the virus will take a heavy toll domestically.  
 
What Happens Next? 
The COVID-19 situation presents a difficult paradox. There will clearly be a gap in 
economic activity as we attempt to deal with COVID-19. How long/large is open for 
debate. But, Wall Street is increasingly concerned about the economy entering 
recession, the financial system freezing, and repeating a 2008-2009 style meltdown. In 
short, Wall Street fears the economic gap, but we will probably need the gap to 
suppress the virus. It is a difficult balancing act, particularly in an election year, where 
the potential for political brinkmanship runs high and therefore government support gets 
dicier. Throughout the day on 3/11/20, a number of major corporations announced that 
they intend to access their revolving lines of credit as a precaution to preserve liquidity. 
In practice, this is similar to an individual taking a large cash advance on their credit 
card in anticipation of facing rough financial times ahead - it is an alarming 
development, even if it is simply precautionary.  
 
There will likely be a supportive government response both domestically and abroad. It 
remains to be seen what impact these measures could have. Last week, the Federal 
Reserve announced an emergency 50bps rate cut and the market went significantly 
lower anyway. President Trump wants a payroll tax cut holiday. The US is discussing 
direct aid to industries most impacted by the virus. There is chatter of the government 
providing direct assistance to individual employees. The SBA may get involved with 
providing liquidity to small business owners. Some large corporations appear willing to 
provide multiple weeks of pay for employees that cannot work. 
 
On one hand we can be fairly certain this will be temporary. The virus won't last forever 
and the world will recover. The tricky part is that we may end up with a prolonged period 
of economic stagnation, which could have serious repercussions on the financial system 
and stocks. Much of China has been offline for multiple months, Japan is similar. The 
following photo displays nitrogen dioxide emissions resulting from the operation of 
Chinese factories. Paints a fairly stark picture.  
 

 
 



Italy is shutting down, the rest of the EU could be next. The US may be headed for a 
shut down, and it's not inconceivable the rest of the world could be too as the virus 
spread to other highly populated countries. The uncertainty over the length and breadth 
of this issue is certainly causing great angst on Wall Street.  
 
To end on a potentially positive note, it is not impossible to have the following scenario 
occur: The virus runs its course, demand globally bounces back, monetary policy is 
accommodative, interest rates are very low, Trump wins reelection (as Wall Street 
wishes) in November, and the market enters the seasonally strong holiday period. That 
would likely be an exceptional backdrop for stocks.  
 
As stated at the start of this letter, we are viewing the situation with an abundance of 
caution for those who need it, but have not completely exited the market, and are trying 
to see past the daily headlines and focus on the longer-term for those who have longer 
time horizons. As Peter Lynch said, "The real key to making money in stocks is not to 
get scared out of them."  
 
This is obviously a very fluid situation with a great deal of uncertainty. Please do not 
hesitate to reach out if you have questions or concerns. 
 
All the best, 
Bryan 
 

3/9/20 Update 

Friends of Long Lake, 
 
The following provides a few thoughts on the major issues impacting markets recently.  
 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus): No One Knows 
Having spent much of last week reading articles and listening to conference calls, my 
only major takeaway regarding COVID-19 is this: No one really knows.  
 
There's enough conflicting data to support a range of thoughts, from "overblown flu, 
relax" to "this is deadly serious". For those interested, this link provides real-time data 
on the infection rates around the globe. 
 
What appears to scare individuals the most is the disease's mortality rate, which seems 
to vary widely based on the patient's preexisting medical conditions. In parts of China, 
the mortality rate is >3%, but the vast majority of those dying tend to be elderly smokers 
(COVID-19 appears particularly risky for those with lower respiratory issues). In other 
parts of China, and the world, the mortality rate appears to be <1% - more or less on par 
with influenza. Most Americans don't bother with a seasonal flu shot because the don't 
fear dying from influenza.  
 



Countries that are most impacted by COVID-19 are taking unprecedented steps to stem 
the virus's transmission. For instance, over the weekend, Italy effectively placed 16 
million residents on lockdown, prohibiting travel from various provinces.  
 
In the US, we have over 500 confirmed cases. However, the vast majority of people 
infected experience mild symptoms or are asymptomatic and there is a lack of available 
testing kits in the US. Additionally, it appears China dragged their feet with regards to 
notifying the world about COVID-19, so it is possible more people travelled outside of 
Wuhan (where the disease originated) before it went on lockdown and potentially had 
contact with US citizens. Adding all of these factors up, it is highly likely the number of 
COVID-19 cases is significantly higher than the reported number. This is probably good 
and bad. Good in that we aren't experiencing a wave of deaths related to the disease, 
bad in that once we start testing more patients the media headlines will get worse and 
this will likely further spook the market.  
 
I've spoken with other money managers, Wall Street employees at large banks, multiple 
sell-side contacts, doctors, and others whose opinions I value. While their thoughts 
cover a fairly wide range, then one consistent theme is that no one believes the disease 
itself will be an enduring issue. However, the economic impact of the fallout associated 
with COVID-19 is very difficult to quantify. 
 
As of this morning (3/9/20), there is chatter regarding additional fiscal/monetary stimulus 
from the US and other governments. Obviously, accommodative policy cannot stop the 
virus, but assuming it fades as we head into warmer weather (as the seasonal flu does), 
it should provide support for an economic bounce back. Encouragingly, places like 
South Korea (which appears to have excellent testing data) and China are already 
seeing a decline in the number of new cases per day.  
 
Bond Yields: Stressing The Banking System 
The US 10-year yield has fallen to levels not thought possible (currently ~0.45%) and 
some believe it could actually head into negative territory. The precipitous decline in 
yields is putting pressure on many banks as it compresses their profitability and 
ability/desire to lend. Banking system stress raises the no-so-distant memories of the 
Financial Crisis and spooks the market.  
 
Unlike the period leading into the Financial Crisis, the banking system as a whole has 
less leverage and is better capitalized. The Government routinely stress-tests the 
system, and it appears to hold up. That being said, it is difficult to forecast what 
happens in reality vs. on paper.  
 
Energy Prices:Stressing The Banking System 
On Friday (3/6/20) energy prices collapsed ~10% following OPEC/Russia's inability to 
agree on a production cut. Energy prices were already under pressure due to COVID-19 
related demand issues, and Wall Street widely expected a production cut to decrease 
supply. Over the weekend, in apparent retaliation towards the Russians, the world's 
largest oil producer Saudi Arabia, announced it would increase production in an effort to 



gain market share. This initially sent energy prices >30% lower, one of the largest single 
day declines on record. 
 
While lower energy prices have some flow through benefits to consumers, Wall Street is 
worried about its impact on the banks, which have loan exposure to energy producing 
companies here and abroad. The thought being that a significant number of producers 
lose money with prices at their current level and therefore will not be able to service 
their debt. If defaults begin to occur, it could cause stress in the banking system and 
perhaps cause some banks to fail. If that happens, the ghost of the Financial Crisis 
begins to creep back into investors' minds. 
 
A prolonged price war does not make great economic sense for the parties involved. 
However, that assumes all the players are rational actors, which is probably open for 
debate. That being said, deescalating the situation should have a positive impact on the 
market.  
 
Political Backdrop: Mixed, But Better On Balance 
Last week, we actually saw improvement (in the sense of what Wall Street desires) in 
the political backdrop. Biden had a strong Super Tuesday, surging ahead of Bernie, and 
a number of candidates, notably Bloomberg and Warren, dropped out of the race.  
 
On the flip side, the market wants to see Trump reelected, and those odds are declining 
as the economic impact of COVID-19 threatens to push the US, and perhaps the global 
economy, into a recession. Of note, a recession in an election year is almost always a 
death knell for the incumbent.  
 
Adding It All Up: Major Uncertainty 
There is an enormous amount of uncertainty at present and the range of outcomes is 
very difficult, and frankly probably impossible, to forecast. No one knows how bad 
COVID-19 will become, no one knows who will reside in the White House, no one 
knows how much of an impact bonds/energy will have on the banking channel, and no 
one knows what governments around the world will do in response. 
 
The upside to our current situation is that we could end up with some version of the 
following: The energy cartel comes to its senses and reaches a deal, COVID-19 comes 
to pass, pent up demand snaps back, bond yields increase as panic subsides, 
accommodative policy remains in place, Trump is reelected (note: this is simply what 
Wall Street wants) and the market faces easy year-over-year growth comparisons 
headed into 2021. How likely that is, no can say, but it is not unfathomable.  
 
There is obviously a lot to consider at the moment, so please do not hesitate to reach 
out with any questions or concerns. 
 
All the best, 
Bryan  
 


